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Manual Survey Pain Points
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Signs can be some of the most difficult
assets to manage for agencies because
of the sheer number that exist.

It is estimated that
there are over 40

million traffic
indicators in the US.

However, nobody knows the true
number of MUTCD signs that exist. Most
sign surveys are still manual. By utilizing
artificial intelligence and crowdsourced
dashcam imagery, we aim to automate
this process for more accurate
inventories as well as management and
replacement.  

Sign Inventory Difficulties

Delayed results

Objective data

Expensive

Requires man hours

Produces emissions
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Upload Crowdsourced Imagery

Through our partnerships with dashcam
distributors, we have access to 400,000
daily drivers already on roadways. We
can upload images in real time or at any
frequency an agency needs. 

Segment Imagery

After uploading imagery, we then apply
a segmentation model to determine
what is in the image and where these
assets are located in relation to the road. 

Analyze and Score Assets

Now, the algorithms can determine the
quality of various assets in an image.
From pavement markings to streetlights,
if you can see it, so can Payver. 
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Data Collection

Payver Intro Our Payver technology combines crowdsourced dashcam
imagery and artificial intelligence to automatically detect
maintenance issues on roadways. Payver can detect anything
from signs to paintlines in as little as 60 seconds of a car
driving by. Our machine vision insights are smarter, faster,
and cheaper than manual surveys. 
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For Sign Inventory, Payver can detect where
signs are located and if they are in good

condition. Payver's algorithms can detect if signs
are missing, damaged, or not visible at night. 

Tennessee Project

We identified and scored signs
in Tennessee for daytime and
nighttime quality to reduce the
amount of manual inspections
needed. We analyzed signs
throughout 4 different regions
in Tennessee. For example, we
will look at Roane County.

19.29 miles
240 signs inspected
31 types of signs detected

TN-67A TN-45A

E6-2A

E1-5P

D10-3

Top 5 Signs Detected



Sign Scoring Criteria

Readability
Fading, peeling, graffiti

Damage
Leaning and falling signs

Nighttime Reflectivity
Whether signs are visible at night

Change detection
Missing signs or quality degradation
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MUTCD Classification

Payver can classify over 690
differenct MUTCD signs and
determine the quality of
each sign. This helps
agencies quickly catalogue
and inventory their signs.

Object ID

MUTCD CodePost Condition

Sign ConditionGPS Coordinates

Image Link

Panel DimensionsSign Classification

Deliverables
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Payver Overview

The Payver platform is a
GIS-based application that
ingests and aggregates
image detections. These
insights can also be
integrated into an
agency's platform or be
exported as a CSV file. 

Actionable Data

Our Payver platform turns
images into actionable insights.
Using our GIS map and color
coordinated scores, agencies
can visualize where all of their
signs are and understand
which signs need repair or
replacement. 

We deliver all of these insights
without the need for manual
surveys. By automating this

process, we can save agencies
time, money, resources, and
help cut back on emissions. 


